Screwdrivers

Adaptors / Screw Extractor Kit / / Mini Ratchet

Angled Bit Holder

This angled bit holder is designed for
use with a cordless or electric drills for
screwdriving applications where access
is restricted. The 360º adjustable drive
head may be used in conjunction with
any screwdriver bit that has
a 1/4 in hex shank.

FAISBABH
£9.08 Ex VAT £10.90 Inc VAT

Hex to Square
SDS Square Drive
Drive Adaptor
Set Adaptor Set
1
Converts any /4in hexagon drive or drill
chuck to accommodate 1/4 in, 3/8in or
1/2in square drive sockets.

3

PIECE SET

3

FAISBSOCDRIV
£6.84 Ex VAT £8.21 Inc VAT

Screw Extractor Kit

Manufactured from hardened tool steel and double
tempered for extra hardness. Easily removes the most
damaged and hard to remove screws and bolts. Works
on pozidrive, phillips, flat, hex and star headed screws
and bolts. Works on jagged and uneven breaks. Selfcentring tip. Removes screws from wood, metal or plastic.
Removes screws manufactured from any alloy including
soft brass. Removes free-spinning screws.

ToolTeam
TESTED

For use with
power drills

4

PIECE SET

Sizes: 1, 2, 3, 4

Converts any SDS Plus drill to
accommodate 1/4 in, 3/8in or 1/2in square
drive sockets. Please note the SDS
hammer action must not be engaged
when using this adaptor.

PIECE SET

FAISDSOCSDS
£8.65 Ex VAT £10.38 Inc VAT

Miniature
Ratchet
1

For use with /4 in hex screwdriver bits allowing access to
confined spaces where a screwdriver or drill driver cannot
be used. The ratchet also features a useful 8mm ring
spanner and is supplied with a 1/4 in square drive adaptor for
use with 1/4in square drive sockets.
8mm

1/4in
Hex Drive
FAISBMINIRAT
£12.99 Ex VAT £15.59 Inc VAT

Socket Adaptors
Chrome vanadium socket adaptors
allow sockets to be used with
handles which have a
different drive size.

ToolTeam
TESTED
SIZE

FAISBEXTRACT
£13.19 Ex VAT £15.83 Inc VAT

Ex VAT

Inc VAT

FAISOCADA14F

1/4in to 3/8in

£2.78

£3.34

FAISOCADA38F

3/8in to 1/4in

£2.78

£3.34

FAISOCADA12F

1/2in to 3/8in

£3.40

£4.08
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